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Development of an HDTV HighSpeed Camera Using Three 2.2 M-Pixel CMOS Image Devices By T. Ogasawara, J. Yamazaki, Y. Tomura, H. Tanaka, M. Yamauchi, Y. Hashimoto, H. Cho, and S. Kanayama
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HK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) developed the first HDTV high-speed camera in 1992.1 This camera adopted three high-gain avalanche rushing amorphous photoconductor (HARP) tubes for image sensing and could capture the image at a rate of 180 fields/sec. It provided high sensitivity by amplifying the signal within the tubes. This was used in athletics coverage of the 100-m race at the Barcelona Olympic Games. The problem was that the semiconductor memory block for storing a 30-sec picture at three times normal speed weighed more than 200 kg, and the whole system about 216 kg. In 1998, the second HDTV high-speed camera was developed with the use of 1.3-M-pixel charge-coupled devices (CCDs). 2 Of four CCD sensors, two were used for G channel, each driven at 1.5 times the speed of a normal HDTV camera. The outputs of two G-channel CCDs were read out alternately for each field (i.e., half frame) and thus achieved image pickup at 180 fields/sec. This high-speed camera was used for the ski jump coverage at the Nagano Winter Olympic Games and drew attention for its high-quality pictures. It required a large operating system with three CCUs and three video cassette recorders (VCRs) mounted in two racks, however, it weighed 200 kg and had a power consumption of 3 kW.
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An HDTV high-speed camera that uses three 2.2-M pixel Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) image devices has been developed. The camera enables image acquisition up to a maximum speed of 300 frames/sec and stores the image sequences directly in a semiconductor memory in the camera head. Slow-motion playback is available with a high picture quality because the image sequence is stored without compression. The compact, lightweight, handheld camera can be controlled from a CCU (Camera Control Unit) with a single standard HDTV hybrid fiber-optic camera cable.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES



Figure 1.The high-resolution 5x high-speed camara.



In this development project, the aim was to make a camera system that would be easy to operate, with a size and weight similar to those of normal HDTV camera systems, picture resolution of the 2.2 M-pixel level, and a maximum image pickup speed of five times normal speed. The high-resolution 5x high-speed camera is very effective in various situations. In sports programs, it can provide instant slow-motion playback. In drama, it can make scale models look real by shooting them at high speed and playing back the images in slow motion. Use of a 5x high-speed camera in special effects can, for example, make a 1/25 scale model look entirely real. In this paper, the system configuration and features being developed are introduced, and some examples of how it has been used already in program production are shown (Fig. 1).



the single-chip color method. With respect to picture quality, too, this ensures sufficient color reproduction when the camera is used together with other broadcast cameras in multicamera operation. The CMOS sensor was adopted for image sensing for its low power consumption and suitability for highspeed readout. This sensor is capable of processing a vast amount of data without degradation, by means of parallel signal readout via multiple lines. Compared to the CCD, the CMOS sensor has problems of noise. Digital noise reduction circuitry was employed in the system to overcome this. With regard to storage media, use of a semiconductor memory is suitable for high-speed cameras because of the rapidity of data access. A versatile Dual Inline Memory Module (DIMM) Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) was adopted for the camera memory on these grounds. Recent advances in semiconductor memory have enhanced the integration and enabled installation of a 20 Gbyte-class memory in the camera head. This is the memory capacity needed to play back HDTV signals at a speed of 60 frames/sec for about 1 min. The images are stored progressively without compression (RGB = 4:4:4). To retain the vertical resolution of slow-motion and stop-motion pictures, the playback image data are processed progressively as well. Both 1080/60p (progressive scanning) and 1080/60i (interlace scannning) signals are output simultaneous-



Development Concept The image sensing block and memory block are the two major elements that determine the performance of high-speed cameras in the readout and storage of images at high speed. The three-chip color method was adopted for the image sensing block, thereby enabling reduction of light loss, in preference to 68
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES ly from the CCU; the former is suitable for post-production activity such as computer graphics composite work and the latter for the broadcast itself.



System Configuration The high-speed camera system introduced in this paper consists of two major parts, as shown in Fig. 2; the camera head, equipped with image device and memory, and the CCU, which performs the final signal processing. The camera head and CCU can be connected with a single standard HDTV hybrid fiberoptic camera cable. The RET (return video) and power supply to drive the camera head are sent from the CCU to the camera head. The HDTV 1080/60p video and audio signals are sent from the camera head to the CCU. Other communication signals, such as intercom and tally, are transmitted in both directions. Two controllers can be connected to the CCU for remote control, one to adjust the camera and the other to control the playback speed.



Image Sensing Block (CMOS) The CMOS sensor has the on-chip integrated functions of light-receiving sensor, analog signal processing circuit, A/D converting circuit, and so on. Two analog signals are output from each pixel for the elimination of noise; an image signal that includes noise, and



Figure 4. Image sensing device.



the noise itself, which is the data acquired when there is no image. These signals are preserved in the column-parallel sample-and-hold (S & H) circuit. The S & H circuit outputs are subtracted and A/D-converted to be written into an SRAM in columns. Each column’s data undergo offset compensation and are written into another SRAM (Fig. 3). The signal is read out in parallel at a rate of 10 bits from 16 ports during the next horizontal scanning period. A total of 480 signals are read out, adding up the R, G, and B channels. They are bit-serially converted to reduce their total number and then sent to the recording block. The system controller and circuitry necessary for generating the timing pulse and bias that drive the sensor are placed in the image sensing block (Fig. 4).



Optical Block



Figure 3. Block diagram for image sensing. SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal, February/March 2006 • www.smpte.org



Taking the number of pixels for HDTV (1920H x 1080V) from the sensor used, an image of 15.4mm diameter is acquired. As far as sensitivity is concerned, the use of a 1-in. pickup lens and color separation prism would be better than a 2/3-in. type, to capture more light, but a 2/3-in. type was adopted for portability and compatibility with various lenses. To magnify an 11mm diameter image taken by the 2/3-in. lens to the size of a 16mm diameter image taken by a 1-in. lens, a 1.45x magnification lens was placed behind the pickup lens (Fig. 5). The magnification 69



DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES five optical filters, 3200k, 5600k, 6300k, 7500k, and CAP, with an electric filter disk. It is designed for highly stable registration through the bonding of parts with material that has the same expansion rate as the prism, applied on the emission sides of the prism.



Signal Processing 1 Figure 5. Optical block.



Camera Head



Figure 6. Signal processing in camera head.



lens was designed with two points in mind; not to exacerbate the various aberrations of the HDTV camera lens, and not to make the lens diameter too big. In addition to the color-separation optical system, the optimal back focus length, lens configuration, and color shading (white shading), all received careful consideration in the design. A 1-in. color separation prism, in other words, a bigger prism, is generally required when an image is magnified by a magnification lens to 1-in. type optical size (16mm diameter). This was not the case for this camera, however, because the composite F-number of the pickup lens and magnification lens became larger (lens darker). Shading at the lens rim was reduced as a result of the angle of incidence of the prism being narrower and closer to the parallel rays. The prism size of this camera is similar to that used for the F1.4 lens generally employed in 2/3-in. type optical systems. This enabled the camera to be made both smaller and lighter. The flange back length is the B4 Bayonet mount standard for 2/3-in. type cameras. This camera has 70



The camera head consists of the recording block, which stores image data from the sensors, and the signal processing block, which sends signals to the CCU and VF (viewfinder) (Fig.6). The recording block uses the versatile 2-Gbyte DIMM and can hold up to four of these (8 Gbytes in total) for each of the three channels (RGB). Large data volumes can be recorded by dividing them into small-capacity segments. The recording period is 11.2 sec at a recording rate of 300 frames/sec and memory capacity of 8 Gbytes (Fig. 7). Image data sent to the CCU (playback and live pictures) are output from the 60p output port at a rate of about 1.5 Gbits/sec. Image data sent to VF (playback and live pictures) is con-



Figure 7. Recording block (semiconductor memory).
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES verted into interlace signals and output from the 60i output port at a rate of about 740 Mbits/sec.



Signal Processing 2 CCU The signal processing block in the CCU comprises circuitry to eliminate the CMOS specific FPN (fixed pattern noise), signal processing circuitry for gain control, gamma compensation, DTL Figure 8. Signal processing in the CCU. (detail) and so on, circuitry to output 1080/60p and 1080/60i HDTV digital signals (HD-SDI), and downconverting circuitry to output SDTV signals. To eliminate the unevenness and defects of the 2-dimensional pixels of CMOS output, the FPN elimination circuitry consists of SDRAM, in which image data of the entire black are stored, and a circuit that subtracts the SDRAM data from the image data. The black picture data are stored when the lens is closed during Auto Black Balance control, adding CMOS output images to some fields to reduce FPN (Fig. 8). The signal processing circuitry employs a digital signal processor (DSP) of the type generally used in 1080/60i HDTV cameras. To achieve 1080/60p highFigure 9. SNR and shooting speed. speed signal processing, two DSPs divide the image into left and right in order to halve the frequency. The making the pixels more uneven. After compensation, frequency could be halved by processing odd and by contrast, the SNR is nearly constant. This indicates even samples separately; left/right division was adoptthat the poor SNR of longer charge-accumulation peried for the simplicity of performing the DTL process ods is largely due to the higher FPN, and that the FPN within DSPs. This DSP includes a gamma compensaelimination circuitry functions successfully in this systion circuit, DTL signal processing circuit, and output tem. matrix circuit. Regarding signal output, dual link outputs for Signal Transmission 1080/60p, as well as normal 1080/60i outputs are Wavelength Division Multiplexing available. To transmit 1080/60p signals to the CCU, at a samFPN Compensation Technology pling ratio of RGB 4:4:4, each channel should be sent Figure 9 shows the relationship between shooting as 1.5 Gbit/sec data (148 MHz, 10 bit). When transspeed and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the cammitting between the camera head and CCU, the era image in darkness, comparing SNRs with and HDTV camera generally uses hybrid camera cables without FPN compensation. The SNR declines with consisting of two single-mode fiber-optic lines, a lower shooting speeds without compensation. It is power line and control line in each cable, and carries assumed that dark current and white pixel defects in YPbPr and RET signals through the two fiber lines at the CMOS sensors increase with the longer charge1.5 Gbits/sec. A versatile transmission component can accumulation period of the lower shooting speed, be used if this type of cable is adopted and 1080/60p SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal, February/March 2006 • www.smpte.org
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES signals (R,G,B) are transmitted at 1.5 Gbits/sec. Figure 10 is a block diagram of the transmission system that was developed. R, G, B, and RET signals at 1.5 Gbits/sec are modulated by laser of two wavelengths, 1.3µm and 1.55µm, multiplexed under the wavelength divising multiplexing (WDM) and then transmitted through the two fiber lines. One of the fiber lines carries the G and B channels to the CCU,



and the other the R to the CCU and the RET to the camera head. Use of the hybrid camera cable and versatile optical transmission component makes it possible to transmit signals approximately 2 km.



Specifications



Table 1 describes the major specifications of this camera system. The sensitivity is F (F number) 4 at a light intensity of 2000 lux and the recording rate 30 Table 1—Major Specifications frames/sec. Signal-to-noise Image sensing device 3 CMOS sensors ratio (SNR) is 56 dB. Use of an electric shutter is available Pixels 1920H x 1080V at five fixed speeds. The camAspect ratio 16:9 era is lightweight at 7.7 kg, Image pickup signal Progressive readout, and the entire system weighs 10 bit, RGB = 4:4:4 not more than 30 kg. Power Recording rate Max. of 5x normal speed of 60p consumption is 1.5 A at 100V. Fixed: 12, 24, 30, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72, 90, The camera head can be 120, 180, 240, 300 frames/sec Customized: Integers from 12 to 300 frames/sec remotely controlled from the CCU, connected by HDTV Recording period Max. of about 11.2 sec (300 frames/sec) hybrid fiber optic camera Storage media Semiconductor memory cable up to 2 km long. 8 Gbytes for each 3 channels
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Sensitivity



2000 lux F4 (At gain 0 dB, 30 frames/sec, 5600k)



S/N



56 dB



Shutter



Electronic shutter 100%, 50%, 25%, 6.3%, 1.6%



Video output



Y, Pb, Pr (1080/60i): 1 output HD-SDI (1080/60i): 4 outputs HD-SDI dual link (1080/60p): 2 outputs



Lens mount



2/3-in. B4 Bayonet mount



System configuration



Handheld-type camera head Camera control unit Remote operation panel Slow motion controller



Camera cable



Hybrid camera cable 2-wavelength multiplexing Max. transmission length 2 km



Camera head weight



7.7 kg



CCU weight



20 kg



Power consumption



100V 2.25 A, approximately



Dimensions



Camera head 153mm (W) x 310mm (H) x 415mm (D) CCU 3U 424mm (W) x 132mm (H) x 480mm (D)



Use in Program Production This camera has been used in the production of various programs since November, 2004. Here, the first shooting of opening footage for a program, and first use in live sports coverage is described. The very first use was in an NHK Special, “Silk Road 2005.” The camera shot material for use in the composition of the program’s opening footage. The object consisted of a number of silk and other cloths fluttering in the wind of a large blower. A 5-sec sequence was shot at 300 frames/sec and the slow-motion version played at 60 frames/sec, thereby pro-
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES



Figure 10. Block diagram for WDM transmission.



ducing 25 sec of footage. In the slow-motion playback, the object appeared to move in graceful, gentle ripples. The work sequence of recording, instant slow-motion playback, and correction greatly facilitated the shooting activity. An outstanding advantage of video cameras over film cameras was demonstrated effectively in this case. The camera was used in sports coverage for the first time in the Emperor’s Cup football final that took place on January 1, 2005. As this was live coverage, the occasion was very carefully planned. The coverage was provided by NHK’s large HDTV OB van, 16 cameras (including this one) and 8 slow-motion VCRs. Although the camera could not output live feed during playback because of the placement of the memory in the camera head, it did provide realistic, high-resolution HDTV pictures with quality far surpassing that of upconverted SDTV high-speed camera pictures (Figs. 11 and 12).



Figure 11. Image of horse racing.



Conclusion



Figure 12. Image of sumo wrestling.



A high-resolution HDTV highspeed camera using 2.2 M-pixel CMOS sensors has been developed. It has achieved high-speed image pickup at 300 frames/sec, which is five times the normal speed of a current HDTV camera. The camera has already been used in many kinds of programs, including drama, sport, and science, and satisfactory results have been achieved. It is expected in the near future that the sensitivity and SNR will be improved by upgrading the performance of the CMOS sensors.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN HDTV HIGH-SPEED CAMERA USING THREE 2.2 M-PIXEL CMOS IMAGE DEVICES Moreover, if the power supply block is improved and standalone operation of the camera head becomes available, portability in field operations will be greatly enhanced. This high-resolution high-speed camera can be regarded as a 6x high-speed camera in the PAL 50i region or 12x in cine-style with a frame rate of 24p. It should be effective for use not only in television program production, but also such fields as digital cinema and TV commercials.
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